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Taking Revenue into Perspective

As the industry continues to change 

and evolve with trends and technology, 

it’s not always easy to keep up on the 

freshest hospitality insights. That’s why 

IDeaS Revenue Solutions brings the 

hottest revenue perspectives to you.

Hotel meetings & events (M&E) 

space should be considered more 

than just an afterthought of your 

revenue management strategy. With 

the potential to bring in more annual 

revenue than your guest rooms, the 

opportunity is too great not to take 

seriously. This guide provides you with 

quick access to thought-leading blog 

articles around the basics and helpful 

strategies for your M&E business.



Basics
It’s time to take the wheel and drive better revenue for your function space. 

But where should you go first? In this section, you’ll gain actionable insights 

to help point your M&E strategy in the right direction. Ask yourself the key 

questions and set smart goals before you go too far down the wrong road.
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A Quick Guide to Important 
Meeting & Event KPIs

Smart Space Technology for 
a Smart Revenue Strategy

Take your next great revenue 

management strategy to new heights. 

The discipline of revenue management 

continues to evolve and expand into 

more revenue-generating areas of a 

hotel. As hotels start to think about 

some of these key areas where 

revenue management can have a major 

impact—meetings & events (M&E) is 

often at the top of that list...

READ THE FULL ARTICLE >>

Meetings space can provide a 

significant contribution to total 

revenue, but it is often sacrificed in the 

drive for improved metrics of guest 

room sales. Meetings and events 

strategy will awaken a new dimension 

in driving total revenue and profit in 

the hospitality industry…

READ THE FULL ARTICLE >>

https://ideas.com/a-quick-guide-to-important-meetings-events-kpis/
https://ideas.com/smart-space-technology-smart-revenue-strategy/
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Hotel revenue management today has 

a rather established set of tools, 

business processes and expertise to 

support effective room revenue 

optimization. When it comes to 

managing meetings, events and other 

ancillary revenue streams which for 

most hotels makes up 40-60% of their 

revenue, the science of revenue 

management is still at its infancy…

READ THE FULL ARTICLE >>

“Smart Space gives us 

everything we need, very 

quickly through the cloud-

based application. This is very 

different from what we did 

before; we now have the ability 

to control total revenue.” 

 – Amaris Hospitality

7 Questions Before Getting Started on 
Function Space Revenue Management

READ THE FULL SUCCESS STORY >>

https://ideas.com/7-questions-before-getting-started-on-function-space-revenue-management/
https://ideas.com/success_story/amaris-hospitality/


Strategies
Ready to maximize your M&E profits and raise the revenue bar? In this 

section, you’ll learn key tactics from industry experts with first-hand

experience in strategic success. It’s up to you to lead your property’s 

optimization of its M&E space—the next frontier of revenue management.
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Free Sell or Free Fall?
Bridging the Industry with 
Digna Martinez

Contrary to any widespread belief, 

hotel meetings and events space does 

more than just sell guest rooms. When 

it comes to leveraging this event space 

strategically, however, it’s often one of 

the most overlooked opportunities for 

substantial revenue generation. The 

industry has talked about folding 

revenue management strategies into 

sales and catering processes...

READ THE FULL ARTICLE >>

To begin focusing on function space 

(FS), there are some basics to be 

addressed first. Most FS teams are 

amazing at delivering the service; 

however, they often have limited 

exposure to the application of revenue 

management (RM). With today’s 

revenue managers overwhelmed with 

the current RM rooms challenges, it 

can be difficult for them to take 

the lead…

READ THE FULL ARTICLE >>

https://ideas.com/free-sell-free-fall/
https://ideas.com/bridging-industry-digna-martinez-2/
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Are You Serious?
Profit Optimization – All for 
one and one for all!

Attention revenue managers: pay no 

attention to that ballroom behind the 

double doors. Only, what if we told 

you that your hotel’s M&E space could 

become the largest slice of the revenue 

pie for your property? For many hotels, 

this idea is not so far-fetched when you 

run the numbers, yet for some reason, 

revenue managers overlook this 

significant opportunity...

READ THE FULL ARTICLE >>

The more revenue opportunities your 

hotel has working together, the better. 

The goal of profit optimization is to 

leverage all hotel functions and 

maximize their profits in unison with 

one another. This kind of holistic 

approach to revenue management 

goes beyond guest room rates and 

maximizes profits from the 

strategic management of other 

revenue streams...

READ THE FULL ARTICLE >>

https://ideas.com/are-you-serious/
https://ideas.com/profit-optimization-all-for-one-and-one-for-all/
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Prior to Smart Space by IDeaS, we had 
trouble understanding why we weren’t 
achieving our meetings and events 
revenue targets. Now, we can quickly 
determine if it’s a demand issue or a 
conversion issue based on the available 
inquiry data displayed in the tool. It’s 
given us the insights we needed to help us 
understand trends at our properties and 
make impactful changes to our function 
space strategy.

     - Lapithus Hotel Group

“

”



With more than 1.6 million rooms priced daily on its 
advanced systems, IDeaS Revenue Solutions leads the 
industry with the latest revenue management software 
and advisory services. Powered by SAS® and with nearly 
three decades of experience, IDeaS proudly supports over 
10,000 clients in 124 countries and is relentless about 
providing hoteliers with insightful ways to manage the 
data behind hotel pricing. 

IDeaS empowers clients to build and maintain revenue 
management cultures—from single entities to world-
renowned estates—by focusing on a simple promise: 
Driving Better Revenue. 

IDeaS has the knowledge, expertise and maturity to 
build upon proven revenue management principles with 
next-generation analytics for more user-friendly, insightful 
and profitable revenue opportunities—not just for rooms, 
but across the entire hotel enterprise. 

For more information, visit www.ideas.com.

Who we are:

https://ideas.com


29 124
years ago we 
began helping 
clients with 
better revenue 
management.

95
of our clients still 
work with us today.

countries on six 
continents have 
hotels and car parks 
that run on IDeaS.

18
PhDs focused 
on revenue 
management.

7
offi ces 
worldwide.

132
dedicated product 
development and 
research team members.

10,000
clients later, we continue to 
fi nd revenue opportunity in 
every situation.

400
team members 
employed worldwide.

1.6m
rooms worldwide are 
managed by IDeaS’ solutions.
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All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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Redefine Your Revenue Potential
Learn more about how IDeaS delivers the solutions, innovation 
and service you need to drive better revenue and elevate your 
profitability, now and well into the future.

ideas.com
info@ideas.com

http://www.ideas.com
mailto:info%40ideas.com?subject=
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ideas-revenue-solutions
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCIdnA8bozIGVKeTC79ObnIw
https://www.facebook.com/IDeaSRevenueSolutions/
https://twitter.com/IDeaS_RevOpt

